Peer-to-Peer computing is nowadays the application platform which utilizes a novel distributed computing paradigm. It allows any number of participants to exchange and coordinate their resources with minimum overhead through centralized servers/services. This paradigm is also gaining ground in mobile computing environments. By merging the wireless and the static worlds of Peer-to-Peer applications, new services emerge. As Peer-to-Peer networks have nowadays become the basis for efficiently sharing data among users (both wireless and static) this work elaborates on the design of a new simulation framework via which, a mobility-based scenario can be utilized using the Bittorrent protocol. The framework uses a structured-based overlay for the static peers, and unstructured for mobile peers. Many parameters were introduced for the diffusion process and the seeding techniques that are utilized by the Bittorrent simulation framework. By using the Object Oriented design paradigm the proposed simulation framework is developed to be highly scalable being capable to potentially host new components. The simulation tool can encompass a scenario with partial mobility characteristics in a Peer-tracker and a Peer-to-Peer communication enhancement scheme. The proposed simulation framework can evaluate effectively the scalable mobility and can estimate the Corresponding author. chalambous.mar@st.cs.unic.ac.cy availability of requested resources of each individual user (both mobile and static). Finally the created simulation framework and the designed modules take into consideration the active intercluster peer participation and evaluate a degree of participation while resources are being exchanged.
Correctness Peer Ratio (WRCPR) which indicates the correctness of the overall replica allocation in all potentially occurring network partitions, the relay epoch and the mobility patterns as well as the relative aspects that arise from the measures extracted for each moving node.
The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 discusses the related work that has been done on similar schemes for enabling resource availability, featuring out the basic researches that are dealing with these concepts and the conducted solutions by different schemes. Section 3 then introduces the designed simulation tool for enabling P2P collaborative resource availability as well as it presents the swarm system with the seeders and the peers while establishing the resource sharing process and transfers, followed by Section 4 which provides a presentation and evaluation of the tool with the simulation results of the proposed scheme under a certain scenario. Results are extracted in contrast to the availability of requested resources, the ratio for successful delivery of the requested information, and the evaluation of the throughput response of the proposed scheme. Finally, Section 5 concludes with a summary of our contribution and suggestion for further research.
RELATED WORK AND EXISTING FRAMEWORKS
Different types of P2P networks have evolved through time since their first appearance, and a number of different architectures used by various networks, exist. These architectures are known as first and second generation P2P networks as well as the hybrid ones. The two main classifications of the P2P systems are based on whether the networks are structured or unstructured, and on how decentralized they are. In an unstructured P2P network, all peers are allowed to connect to any peer they have discovered without any constraints. The discovery is possible using a static cache built-in the client node, or a web cache that is updated continuously in an automatic manner by special modules connected to the network. An example network that uses this architecture is Gnutella [4] . On the other hand, structured networks require that a peer connects only to specific peers based mainly on routing, delay or availability decisions. A lot of algorithms exist for deciding how a new peer can be connected, such as the Distributed Hash Tables (DHT) [5] and its variants. Examples of structured networks that use these algorithms are Chord and CAN [6] . However all these structured configuration are applied only to static topologies and hard-wired ones.
There is a number of P2P simulation tools already presented in the extensive P2P simulators survey of S. Naicken et al. [7] . Usually these simulation environments do not take into consideration the capacity usability in contrast 452
On the Mobility Scenario Implementation Using a Graphical P2P Discrete Event Simulator for the Bittorrent Protocol with the metrics that deal with user mobility. Therefore a precise framework should be aware of these parameters in order to further extract non-uniformly results for evaluation, hosting any underlying scheme that is being simulated.
The system-level dynamics of a P2P network are highly dependent on local, peer-dependent properties such as the activity level or file-sharing behavior and activity of each peer as studied in [8] . The different behavior of parameters and the different characteristics in delay, path lengths and the relative measures can be observed while simulating a novel P2P network topology. This can be done through a model-driven algorithm, and under two different models: one model for assigning bandwidth/capacities to nodes based on a certain distribution, and the other one based on a real-world distribution measured in [9] . On the contrary with existing architectures which are set only for static topologies, this work considers the mobility characteristic of potential nodes which are actively exchanging files with other nodes in the peer-to-peer environment, whereas the simulation process is enhanced with query cycles. At each simulation cycle and run, a query is being processed for a peer i in the network, where the i node may respond or issue a query, or being inactive. Upon issuing a query, a peer waits for incoming responses, selects to download a source (based on remaining capacities if mobile peer among those nodes) that has already received a respond from, and starts downloading the file. By using this notation in the simulation environment, likelihoods of different events and occurrences as well as event statistics may be collected at each peer. These statistics are as a result of the runtime scenario set, and are subject to the number of downloads and uploads of the peer, where through the GUI, all these measures can be monitored. Statistics are also considered since they can be revaluated in the next cycle for optimizing the path or the response/download/service time. Along with the mobility characteristics, the capacity consideration is evaluated when a mobile node makes an explicit request for a resource, in order to avoid flooding as in the case with many mobile ad-hoc route discovery algorithms [10] . Thus a methodology is applied which enables the swarmer to be actively involved in the evaluation of the nodal queries and their origin (i.e. mobile terminal or static), in order to face possible repetitions of such queries and thus, upon reoccurrences, flooding of the network. Event or query-based dissemination protocols use gossip replicas to carry-out multicasts of the requested data. When the data is available, the access time and the state of the node, both play a major role for the end-to-end availability. Therefore a mechanism for selecting a path for the dissemination process takes place in order to forward the requested packets to destination [11] .
This work proposes a decentralized and autonomous GUI framework (using Java SDK) which simulates the behavior of peer-to-peer terminals hosting mobility characteristics for some nodes, whereas it evaluates at the same time during simulation the utilized capacity for the end-to-end performance. The GUI framework encompasses a topology and file-sharing configuration characteristics with advanced control and enables a time frame for collaborative file sharing. Peer-to-peer connected nodes are enabled with mobility in the formed topology in order to enable resource availability using cluster-based neighboring algorithm [12] . The GUI framework and the scheme are considered as innovative due to the mobility characteristics that are encompassed in the designed framework whereas, by using the query-based scheme, the simulator allows the nodes that are exchanging resources to have a reservation cycle for the requested resources. In addition, if the requested resources are no longer available, then the requested packets/file blocks are cached into a near-by peer to enable availability. Through the additional parameters that are being considered, like the evaluated relay epoch, the mobility characteristics, and the time-frame for the allowed promiscuous caching [11, 13, 21] , the proposed model enables efficient capacity manipulation in the end-to-end relay region and efficient data monitoring in the intercluster communication in an intergraded GUI form. The current framework utilizes a novel mobility-based framework which comprises of the following newly added components with respect to the already existing frameworks, as follows:
• The proposed P2P Bittorent scheme allows mobility scenario to be hosted and implemented. The novelty of the proposed scenario stands on the mobility support for a certain number of nodes in the system; the inexistence of similar implementation of the scenario presented in this work which focuses on new enabled mechanisms (seed and swarm); the utilization of a mobility scenario allowing nodes to move in a random way, supported by the proposed simulation tool. As far as the current literature is concerned [29] , there is no such implementation up-to-date. In addition with the work done in [2] the current framework enables different mobility scenarios as well as new seeding strategies with regards to the underlying channel's capacity technology supported. • The proposed framework and simulation tool evaluates the allocation process using the Weighted Rational Allocation Correctness Ratio (WRCR) which indicates the correctness of the overall replica allocation in all of the network partitions (n) at a certain time, in regards to the assumed optimal replica distribution. In contrast to the above, many additional parameters are set and are being considered, like the evaluated relay epoch, the mobility characteristics and percentage of nodes that are moving, and the time frame in order to efficiently capture the behavior of the P2P with mobility characteristics scenario. The designed simulation tool which is considering the above evaluations, has no central coordination scheme for the organization of the network topology (which is user defined) and the cluster formation (setup aspect according to the topology formation 1 ) or in the use of resources and the communication between the peers in the network (sequence aspect). • The designed scalable GUI framework, utilizes the Bittorrent protocol and can thoroughly evaluate and assess, using different parameters, an inserted by the user scenario. This allows a scalable architecture to be hosted in the framework and enables the future theoretical analysis of Bittorrent protocol under different states like intermittent connectivity and node failures. Finally this GUI framework comprises of the first novel framework which considers mobility along with the supporting visualizing features utilizing the P2P Bittorrent protocol.
GRAPHICAL P2P DISCRETE EVENT SIMULATION TOOL FOR THE BITTORRENT PROTOCOL
The proposed simulation framework aims to minimize the difficulties associated with non-scalable simulators by providing an easy-to-use GUI, intended to offer the minimum possible errors and/or divergent comparisons during the simulation process. The traffic requests and considerations are modeled along with the realtime traffic requests as the real-world observations conducted in [13] . Additionally, the java-based simulator is built by using a novel proposed framework which enables the topology and connectivity to be applied by the user or the simulator (randomly) and follows a real-time scenario. The simulations that are generated by the proposed tool are capable of being competitive with other major simulators in terms of the processed instructions per second, the processing and experimental time as well as the derived extracted results through multiple simulation runs, where the confidence interval is estimated. When a mobility-based scenario is adopted in the simulation, the design of efficient rendezvous for data exchanging and the configurations for enabling efficient manipulation and availability of requested resources is more complicated. The next section describes the main components of the designed simulation tool for enabling collaborative resource availability in a dynamically changing topology environment, in-support with the Bittorrent protocol.
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Simulation Tool for Enabling Collaborative Resource Avaibility
Today's internet and the development of new P2P applications, need a fully decentralized manipulation, in utilizing the requested resources. Testing of such algorithms in a real-world environment by deploying them on an existing P2P network and collecting real-time data based on their performance is not a feasible process yet. The need of an integrated simulation environment which will perform measurements with an easily accessible central control and support is of great importance. The integrated simulation environment should be aware of the topology and make on-demand adaptive configurations regarding the management of connections, joins and departures and failures of nodes. This work presents a new simulation tool, which allows modeling of new schema with mobility for Bittorrent-like protocols. Many parameters were taken into consideration like the round-trip delays, the queries over query-cycle, the diffusion process, and the seeding techniques which are used by the Bittorrent protocol. Figure 1 .1 shows the framework where, the Discrete Event Simulation Tool for the Bittorrent Protocol uses the mobility implementation scenario. The graphical representation module is closely related with the other components of the simulator architecture in order to map and reflect all the necessary changes of the implementation scenario. A Graphical P2P monitoring is also implemented and it utilizes the discrete-event models. A Peer Content Distribution process is developed, where along with the query cycle generation process, the routing process, the mobility process, and the seeding process, it can efficiently and effectively map the Object Sharing Request to be fulfilled for a certain Peer. The corresponding class diagram, of the main classes' contribution in the proposed simulation framework, is presented in figure 1.2 where the main extensions of the Peer and Connection classes are shown with the parameterized attributes.
Overview of the communiction metrics and interface used
By visualizing and monitoring the flow of data in a Bittorrent network under different load scenarios, the efficiencies or deficiencies in performance and the sharing limitations of the protocol can be obtained and depicted. New architectural metrics were introduced and considered with regards to the accurate modeling of a P2P network, utilizing the Bittorrent. This framework focuses on modeling a filesharing network with a determined Bandwidth (or evaluated on-demand using Service Level Agreements (SLAs)) and which shares a specified content within a specified amount of time. The protocol in-utilization is considered more efficient
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On the Mobility Scenario Implementation Using a Graphical P2P Discrete Event Simulator for the Bittorrent Protocol for the transfer of large amounts of data, rather than for the smaller ones [2] . It differs from other P2P protocols, as pieces of a file are divided between peers where, these pieces are inserted in the network and are interexchanged between communicating nodes in order to fulfill the file transfer process. This allows peers with low bandwidth to participate in large data transfers. The proposed Bittorrent implementation allows mobile users to efficiently exchange resources with static nodes, whereas a specified number of static nodes should be kept alive [2] and active. The proposed swarming technique allows mobile peers to exchange data in a reliable manner. The designed
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On the Mobility Scenario Implementation Using a Graphical P2P Discrete Event Simulator for the Bittorrent Protocol interfaces are described below and are a part of the framework structure and communication interface depicted in figure 1.1 and the supported classes of figure 1.2.
Peer-Level Properties: The peer-level dynamics of a P2P network are based on local interactions and limitations arising from the bandwidth utilization, the activity level or file-sharing behavior of each peer as well as, from path-related parameters and lengths that are observed while constructing a P2P network topology. These metrics have been analyzed in [2] and [8] where two types of parameters were proposed: content distribution parameters, and peer behavior parameters. In the content distribution, the volume and the type of the content that each peer carries must be specified in order to be indexed in a semantic way. The later, deals with the reflection of queries to the connected peers and how each peer chooses, to which query to respond, according to the upload time and session allowed duration. The proposed framework considers also the assignments of the priority degree for each peer's request as well as the time-limited and bounded complete-download. As in other simulation environments which are emulating the behavior of P2P file-sharing schemes [7] , performance depends mainly on the robustness of each node. Robustness depends on the temporal characteristics as well as on the spatial characteristics, like the nodes dynamic movements, etc. However, there are certain features that need to be taken into consideration in order to enable higher performance onto a node-to-node sharing scenario. These features, do not only rely on the behavior of the connection between nodes, but on the techniques used to ensure resource sharing reliability through the Bittorrent protocol. Network size: The number of peers in a Bittorrent network is important to determine metrics such as the request arrival rate, peer departure rate and the upload/download ratio in the supported bandwidth of each connection. Efficient distribution: Peers exchange pieces of a file, by a method called swarming [3] . In order to maintain efficiency, it is important to enable ways so that peers do not get the same file chunks or very popular file's pieces. This is the reason that the rarest-first policy [1] , exists in the Bittorrent protocol; to maximize the potential of manipulating an efficient distribution among peers. Leech avoidance: When a peer downloads without any acknowledgement the requested content, the peer is called a leech.
When there is a high ratio of these "free-riding" clients, the results are disastrous for other peers, as the system cannot monitor the exact resources. Therefore, mechanisms have been built to prevent these nodes from providing other nodes with feedback (one such example is the tit-for-tat algorithm [1] , which ensures fair transfers of data with feedback enablers). Optimization Techniques implemented 1) Peer Selection Even though some of the existing policies, such as random piece first and rarest piece first, are working on sufficient levels, in current infrastructures the selection strategies for a swarm hosting mobile peers are not effective enough. The choking algorithm is a peer selection strategy which selects clients with the highest upload rates [14] . This policy could be implemented with great success merging the advantages of mobile peers in a swarm, which uses the proposed model (as in real-time the non-mobile nodes hold the highest upload rates). Since mobile nodes are experiencing variability in their respective data rates, a mobile node is always selected in such a case. When peers finish downloading a file, and become seeders, the mechanism considers if peers have the required available bandwidth so that they can switch to allow more connections than the default number of connections, which is N; however their uploading bandwidths will be split over those connections. This technique allows mobile peers to download resources and to enable copies onto their terminals. Seeders could take turns in seeding towards mobile peers. On a similar way, if a peer has enough uploading bandwidth to serve multiple nodes fast and efficient, then the swarm, minimizes the latencies from 'block-toblock' transfers. This is the well-known observed upload rate (OUR) in [15] , which gives priority to peers which can upload data to other peers in a fast and reliable way.
Unlike the LiveSwarm protocol found in [16] , our model does not need the seeder to push data to other peers. As we have observed from our experiments, Bittorrent's standard method of requesting data (pulling) from Peers, works more robust than pushing data [2, 5] . This is primarily the reason the proposed simulation tool framework uses pulling indices that are interexchanged with all communicating peersboth static and mobile.
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2) Seeding Strategies
As in [17] , "optimistic unchokes" would not be needed if nodes were able to calculate the upload bandwidth for the peers that are servicing.
In our model, all peers communicate continuously with the tracker mechanism which constantly updates the metainfo it receives -as in the behavior of multiple peers [31] . Then a node could receive the bandwidth availability statistics from the tracker, thus eliminating the need for optimistic unchoking between peer and static seeder.
3) Efficient Distribution of Data
In order to efficiently distribute the requested resources, a mechanism is needed as experiments in [2] have shown the impact of delaysensitive responses to peer requests. Through the Time-to-Live (TTL) parameter utilized by the seeding peers, the broadcasting of data may be efficiently redistributed. By using TTL metaInfo queries the neighboring peers in a Bittorrent swarm, create the appropriate responses to the peers according to the ping delays.
3.1.1.1. Enabling mobility-current problems in the existing static framework When a client first enters a swarm, it creates trust relation with their neighbors and the other peers, as per-the-protocol's specification, and exchanges a metafile with the node's contents. In order to achieve this, a small period of time (t < 30 secs) passes, in which peers share requested files which are initially high ranked, until the seeder certifies that the peer is valid and has real contents. After this process takes place, peers start receiving much larger amounts of data.
The transfers of data in the Bittorrent protocol deposits heavy load on the peers' bandwidth, as it is observed by [13] . Peers use a metadata file to locate the pieces they need to download, and update this data on a connectivity-basis (when a node is connected it diffuses this metaInfo file).
When a file has not been requested for an extended period of time, peers discontinue to share this specific file, and therefore the seeding swarm "dies" (after t time passes) as per the lifetime scenarios of [19] . Content unavailability is a problem which can only be solved through re-distribution of high ranked, highly-shared resources. When an archive is popular, it needs to remain in circulation. Some bandwidth-enabled mechanisms restrict this from occurring due to the fact that, even though peers still have the files stored on their storage media, users make them unavailable for sharing in order to save bandwidth. However, even though valuable bandwidth is saved, peers entering a swarm to share an unavailable file will never be able to complete the transfer, and the swarm will remain incomplete indefinitely or eventually die out.
One of the purposes of designing a standalone simulator is the elimination of the resources' unavailability, through the mobile nodes. This will allow wireless devices to evolve in the swarm process through a higher download ratio, even though their uploading bandwidths are not as high. Mobile Peers are prone to failures and aggravate the end-to-end performance, whereas short connections times or sudden disconnections (with chained unpredictable disconnections due to range and battery failures) reduce the overall resource availability of the MP2P system. Since the protocol specifications make use of the tit-for-tat policy [1] , then mobile peers do not impair dramatically the file sharing process of other static peers. This is due to mobile peer limitation in their bandwidth, where other peers will perceive them as leechers, and therefore they will avoid providing content to them.
The proposed mobility model in the GUI has been revised from [2] in order to enable the seeding peers to split the uploading portion of their bandwidths towards a higher number of mobile peers. This will enable enhanced network mobility. The scenarios can vary and can be extended for larger scale Bittorrent clusters. The block-to-block and round trip delays are taken into consideration, targeting the maximization of the average throughput in clusters containing mobile peers. Moreover the scheme utilizes systems' resources and comprises of a new model for resource exchange in a P2P system. The proposed scheme, encompassed in a GUI hosts these partial mobility characteristics in a peer-totracker and peer-to-peer communication enhancement manner, for enabling high resource availability in P2P networks with partial mobility characteristics.
Simulation Scenarios and Implementation

Simulation scenarios and parameters
In order to examine the necessary conditions and to test recommended solutions for any given problem in the Bittorrent, the simulation needs to be run in support with the appropriate scenario. This means that the situation which needs to be tested has to be described in an analytical way, in terms that the system can realize. To facilitate the required procedures, the problem description must be identified within a class/object model. This model, provides the specification of the domain knowledge of not only the discrete factors given by the problem description, but also any other factors which have the possibility of having any sort of impact on a scenario. Therefore, the connectivity duration plays a major
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On the Mobility Scenario Implementation Using a Graphical P2P Discrete Event Simulator for the Bittorrent Protocol role in the assignment of slots, since it allows the certain file chunks to be shared within certain time duration. A mobile node makes an explicit request to nearby nodes for searching a certain resource in their look-up tables. As a result many of the requested resources (file chunks) are being lost since nodes are moving and cannot handle resources that are 'valuable' for other nearby nodes. During the look-up table searching this framework uses the upload file segmentation policy. This is a methodology which enables the requested file to be split into small chunks, and in turn the file chunks will be segmented into smaller pieces, called segments (see figure 2 ). These chunks are then being forwarded to requested nodes in order to create duplicates, and enforce the efficient distribution of data. In order to manage the bandwidth for other peers that are requesting the file, an upload queue mechanism is maintained likewise with the traditional P2P systems. All requests are appended to the waiting list of the sharing peer and a weighting mechanism handles the scheduling of the upload queue requests for transmission as determined by the work done in [20] using statically located peers.
Considering tha scenario that n blocks are requested from a certain node in the end-to-end path. The sharing relay region and the associated delays according to the number of peers that are traversed for accessing a specified requested chunk in the relay region, are shown in figure 3 . The sharing relay region of a certain transmitter-relay node pair (u,w) identifies the set of points in the plane (node locations) for which communication through the relay node is more reliable (and sometimes faster) than direct communication.
Thus, in an end-to-end communication for a specified requested chunk in the relay region, the minimized ping delays among the nodes in the end-to-end path, is evaluated according to the:
where D i is the delay from a node i to node j, and d p is the end-to-end available path. Therefore the delay epoch E i(t) of each node is defined as a function of the number of created replicas on the j-hosts as follows:
where D is the delay via the ping assigned durations, r i → j is the number of replicas form node i to j in the j-hop path and Total_d r i → j is the total duration that all the requested replicas can be downloaded from the j-hop path.
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Simulation scenarios through formed topology
Classes developed
To present the protocol in a scalable form, the following object-oriented models were developed and implemented using the classes: Torrent, Peer, DynPeer (rePopulation), Connection, Block and Bit.
• Torrent: this class defines the file size for a run, divides the virtual file into bit(s) and adds each piece in a list so it can be referenced by each Peer for incoming and outgoing requests. • Peer: the Peer object defines the properties and characteristics of a peer.
This class can make a distinction between the downloading peers and the peers that are uploading. Upon Peer instantiation, the user may decide whether the peer is a seeder or not, through the percentage variable in the Peer constructor. In addition it hosts an accurate model for the peer behaviour, including the peer submissions and responses to queries (download, upload time limitation and communication session duration). • DynPeer (rePopulation): Peers should be able to change their behaviour and enter or leave the system independently and continuously. Therefore this class in collaboration with the Peer class enables this characteristic which minimizes the effects of sudden abandons of peers in the system, and maintains the peer indices and the connectivity among nodes. • Connection: Connection class is responsible for managing two lists.
The "to" list, which is cast as type Peer, and keeps all incoming requests (i.e., when a peer requests data to be sent, the connection keeps its client address in this list) and the "from" list (cast as type Peer and keeps the client addresses of all peers who can send pieces, along with the piece's index ID number). When a request from the "to" list matches a record in the "from" list, and there is nothing else impairing the connection, seeders will start sending data to downloaders using the information provided to them by the Connection class. • Block and Bit: Bit class gives an ID for each bit defined by the Torrent object. The Block class, randomly declares the size of each block, i.e., how many bits it will contain. The algorithm used to implement the simulation of the Bittorrent protocol is the one given by the Bittorrent specification and description, using the previously mentioned components which were built. In figure 4 the overview and screenshots of the simulation tool can be seen, showing the initial stages of simulating a cluster with one seeding peer. Figure 5 . A showcase of the partial mobility simulation scenario, presenting the distinction between mobile and static peers.
Scenario implementation showcase
The particular scenario takes into consideration the difficulties which mobile clients, e.g., wireless devices, face while transferring files from other peers (mobile and static, through a Bittorrent network. Whilst the Bittorrent protocol offers an efficient way to share and distribute content, it has "heavy" requirements in contrast to the bandwidth demands. This aggravates the performance of the sharing process. For this reason non-mobile clients with low bandwidth may not participate in the seeding process during initialization. On the other hand, in order to ensure P2P fairness, mobile peers with a high bandwidth ratio may not be considered as mobile 2 . These kinds of mobile peers with higher bandwidths should still be able to serve other mobile peers and redistribute requested content. For this reason the bandwidth of each peer, is evaluated according to the number and the volume of traversed data over the link that the peer is communicating, and it is calculated on demand. The evaluation is then presented to the tracker as a downloading rate (bandwidth), enabling the tracker to create swarms in which transfer speeds are associated with nodes.
The simulation scenario may be summarized in an algorithmic fashion for better realization of the implementation, as follows:
Object allocation correctness ratio
Based on the topology of each scenario there should be a way to estimate nodes' willingness to download certain resources. Due to relatively limited number of mobile users in the cluster and due to intermittent connectivity issues, this framework takes into account and evaluates the allocation process using the Weighted Rational Allocation Correctness Ratio (WRCR) introduced in [22] . The WRCR is a ratio between 0 and 1 that indicates the correctness of the overall replica allocation in all of the network partitions (n) at a certain time with respect to the assumed optimum replica distribution. It is evaluated as follows:
where (Pz i ) is the partition size of a given i th partition and (RCR) is the Rational Allocation Correctness Ratio in a given network partition (P i ): where (R i ) is the number of active replicas in the i th partition as in [21] . RCR represents an inverse proportional relation between the size of a network partition to the number of active replicas inside it. This means that the higher number of active replicas existing in the relay-accessible distribution pathwayregion, then the lower RCR. This mechanism assumes that only one active replica inside a partition in the relay path offers the optimum service distribution for mobile users, so it assigns 1.0 in this case.
Diffusion Model Used in the Proposed Scenario
Recent researches [2, 12, 21] have shown that the average delay experienced by users in this platform/environment is approaching Θ (In(N) ). In the proposed scenario we have enabled real-world observations as in [9] where the probability distribution is being measured and evaluated over the number of files shared by peers in a Gnutella configured network. However, in this work requests are distributed over time along with the probability distribution of the users according to their claims and demands. The treatment of these requests are similar with Gnutella and service is provided in a decentralized fashion. The designed framework assigns content categories as: C = {c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , c 4 , c 5 ,..., c N } in which some content categories are more popular than others. That is, the files in some content categories are more widely held (and widely spread) than the files' blocks in other categories. For each file (and for the blocks that are associated with this file) the content category is associated and distributed to other Peers according to its popularity rank. The diffusion is modeled according to Zipf distribution and according to the content category c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , c 4 , c 5 ,..., c N ∈ C with probability .
The highest the probability is, then the maximum number of replicas are being created in the relay-path peers. In addition with the above, in order to enable further precision to the simulation scenarios, we have enabled an option panel in the menu where, the user has the option for enabling more than once the simulation experiments and compare the extracted results through the number of the assigned simulation runs. This option is by-default set to 3 (thus enabling by-default 3 simulation runs) whereas the user can set the parameter for N consecutive simulation runs in order to evaluate the confidence level of the results that are extracted. These results are based on consecutive comparisons performed by the simulator for the different runs and the associated parameters. Results also encompass the reliability and the accuracy offered by the proposed scheme as well as the end-to-end efficiency, conveying an approximation Confidence Level (CL). The simulator, then runs the simulation results extraction process, and based on what was set by the user, it estimates the confidence interval limitations and the range of CI, according to the measures mentioned in [23] and as a function of the simulation runtime duration. All confidence intervals can be set by the user of the simulation tool (N 3 simulation runs), whereas based on the scenario used and the conducted experiments, with the set default value the CL is found to be less than 5% of the mean values of the certain extracted parameters. In any other case, the user is informed for the diversion of the simulation runs and the extracted specified values.
SIMULATION SHOWCASE EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The proposed simulation framework operates according to the Bittorrent protocol specification whereas it hosts a mobility-based scenario on the client side and takes into consideration the dynamic changes in topologies. The tool uses additional seeders in order to host mobile users, where seeders enable to split the corresponding bandwidth and seed more mobile nodes, when there is high latency from peer-to-peer transfer or when mobile peers are not performing a "fair" share of the content. In this way, the overall latency of the users' transfers will be reduced significantly, thus enabling the bandwidth to be evenly used by peers. This mechanism allows the resource distribution nodes to serve the requesting peers in a way that it does not affect the capacity of the users (both mobile and non-mobile).
Simulation Set-up Process
A simulation was set-up, running both a Bittorrent swarm with normal seeders and a swarm in which seeders could serve more mobile peers simultaneously. The implementation-simulation of the proposed scenario was performed in Java programming language libraries as in [2, 21] . We assume a system consisting of several static and mobile nodes, e.g., mobile users equipped with notebooks or PDAs and wireless network interfaces and that all devices are following a human-based activity (movements of nodes according to real-time pathways such as roads, streets, corridors, etc). Radio coverage is small compared to the area covered by all nodes, so that most nodes cannot contact each other directly. Additionally, we assume IEEE 802.11x as the underlying radio technology. The simulation environment is presented in a visual form as seen in Figure 7 , and utilizes the Bittorrent protocol in order to share data and exchange with
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On the Mobility Scenario Implementation Using a Graphical P2P Discrete Event Simulator for the Bittorrent Protocol other peers the metafile indices. The simulation tool encompasses performance evaluation extraction scenarios by taking into consideration the derived metrics such as average latency, and throughput, since these are the target-metrics of our model. Additionally, the running time for completing swarms, is set to a ratio 10 peers to 1 seeder (10:1). During the simulation of the mobile swarm one seed was serving both mobile and non-mobile nodes, whereas another seeder was serving only non-mobile peers.
Simulation Results of a Parameterizes Scenario
To emulate different scenarios there is a need of a realistic environment which takes into consideration the system-oriented dynamics of the P2P network in contrast to the peer's and seeder's behavior. These metrics include peer uptime and session duration, peer activity levels, and how peers issue and respond to queries. The topology changes dynamically due to sudden failures and the motion of the nodes. This aggravates the end-to-end availability, and the tunable parameterization of the system. These parameters also affect the network in many ways, like the frequently changing network participation (i.e., very short session durations, high uptimes of nodes, unavailability of requested resources). As a result the communication and control overhead increases. For these reasons as a part of this work we have conducted experimental simulations to examine the performance and behavior under different and sudden changes in the system and under the dynamic movements of mobile nodes. By using the designed classes and the Java implemented Graphical P2P discrete event simulation tool for the Bittorrent Protocol this section presents some indicative experimental simulation results for performance evaluation and the efficiency offered by merging the mobile and static worlds of the P2P implementation scenario. The simulation results include the evaluation of the performance and the offered reliability in resource sharing activities by our scheme. Two sets of experiments were performed. One set deals with the cooperative contribution of our scheme using the file/chunk sharing cooperation concept, and the second deals with other metrics like the performance under significant query traffic, network partition limitations and the latency limitations during the file sharing process. Although the caching capacity of each node could be unlimited while nowadays memory becomes cheaper and cheaper, this framework considers also the case of a limited capacity and representation of limited buffering capabilities for both mobile and static nodes.
The simulation tool uses a two-dimensional network, consisting of total 250 nodes dynamically changing the topology (failing/ejected/new incoming nodes) on a non-periodic basis (asynchronously as real time mobile users do), having the majority of them as static. The ratio which is a fraction of the static versus the mobile nodes is 30% for the total number of nodes are moving (70% are statically located but still aggravate the topology formation with dynamically changing their communication nature). For each moving node, it stands that after random time each node moves at a random walk to one of the possible destinations (North, East, West, and South). Unlike the predetermined pathway utilized in [11] , this work uses the mobility scenario extracted by the Fractional Random Walk pattern. The random walk mobility model was derived from the Brownian motion, which is a stochastic process that models random continuous motion. The probabilistic model was used because the decision through time can be modeled further as a stochastic approximation through time, for the requests of resources. In this model, a mobile node moves from its current location with a randomly selected speed in a randomly selected direction as real time mobile users act. Each link (frequency channel) has max speed reaching 10 Mbps. The designed simulation tool can be configured to host any bandwidth transmission speed and can be also configured to have mobile users moving at any moving frequency. The wireless medium model includes Rayleigh fading in the channel with small scale fading of 2% and with mean noise factor of 4dB and a path loss
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On the Mobility Scenario Implementation Using a Graphical P2P Discrete Event Simulator for the Bittorrent Protocol as expressed in [26] . The path loss follows the two-ray model in [25] with path exponent of 3. These measures were extracted using the modules developed by Mavromoustakis and Karatza in [12, 26] . Small scale was chosen as the large scale fading reduces significantly the Bandwidth for achieving a reasonable (minimum) data rate for the transmission. For the static users we consider the associated failure rate and missed chunks, or parts of a requested file when the users are active. When the fading characteristic takes place on a node, the capacity is progressively reduced, whereas, in the proposed simulation scenario the associated connectivity is further aggravated. Packets are generated according to a constant bit rate (CBR) source with rate 40 packets/sec flows, whereas data queries (blocks and packets' demands) and queries' traffic are generated at every time step by following Uniform (U) and Pareto (Pr) distribution respectively. The packets are assumed to be of length 512 bytes equipped with simple cyclic redundancy check (CRC) error detection modeled as in [12, 28] . The acknowledgment packets are short packets of 24 bytes length transmitted at 11 Mbps, while Control Forwarding packets (CFW) packets are of 20 bytes length and transmitted at lower rate of 1 Mbps to ensure minimized ping delays. During the simulation runs, different parameters were used in order to assess the robustness of the proposed framework for the evaluated QoS and the associated end-to-end delays in requesting resources that are scarce. Table 1 shows the configuration input parameters of the BitTorrent protocol with the enabled mobility and Table 2 shows the assessed configured output parameters of the BitTorrent protocol and the parameterized actions that take place during simulation. Figure 8 shows the set up environment for the scenario of having mobile and static nodes under limited capacity bounds assigned for each node. In the examined scenarios, nodes under limited capacity and bursty traffic, as well as under end-to-end pathway throughput limitations were examined as the simulation set-up run shows in figures 9.1 and 9.2. Figure 10 shows the number of users that are participating in the resource sharing process with the number of completed requests whereas, in figure 11 the Successful Delivery Ratio (SDR) is shown with the community-system/cluster requests using static and mobile nodes in the system. Figure 11 depicts that mobile nodes are vulnerable while increasing the concurrent transmissions in the P2P system. Figures 12(a) and (b) shows the throughput evaluations and latency estimations with the number of requests per sec during the time frames of the simulation environment. Figure 12(c) shows the RCR measures with the ping delays to the neighboring peers when searching for certain requested resource(s).
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On the Mobility Scenario Implementation Using a Graphical P2P Discrete Event Simulator for the Bittorrent Protocol Traffic sources CBR with predetermined speed (manual user selection or automatically selected based on the utilized bandwidth).
Parameterized input actions Configuration/initialization of the certain parameter
Queries generation among users
Uniform(U) or Pareto (Pr) distributions.
SwarmSize(N Peers)
The size of swarm in the Bittorrent protocol for a certain interval.
Fading Channel characteristics (optional for the 30% of the users) Rayleigh Fading Channel with small scale fading of 2% with mean noise factor of 4dB and with a path loss as expressed in [26] .
GET Request/response format Interval = min(delay), peers = number of connected peers(set to TRUE).
Max Interval t
Interval in seconds that the client should wait between sending regular requests to the tracker.
Handshake/HandShakeReply
If a client receives a handshake with an info_hash that it is not currently serving, then the client must drop the connection.
Piece length (pLen) Number of bytes in each piece(integer).
Complete/incomplete
Number of peers with the entire file, i.e. seeders (integer)/number of non-seeder peers, aka "leechers" (integer).
Throttling and encryption ISP responsibility and connection integration.
Max speed in Throttle Total connection bandwidth *N , where N is the fraction of the percentage that the user allows the bandwidth to be utilized.
BitTorrent metadata format Multitracker meta information according to the BitTorrent protocol specifications. 
(Continued)
Parameterized input actions Configuration/initialization of the certain parameter
Port
The port number that the client is listening on. Ports reserved for BitTorrent are typically 6881-6889. Clients may choose to give up if it cannot establish a port within this range.
Uploaded
The total amount uploaded so far.
Downloaded
The total amount downloaded so far.
a% seeders
The set number of seeders that are used in the seeding process in the Bittorrent protocol.
Peers_lib
The value is a list of dictionaries, each with certain keys (this is using HTTP and URL access to Bittorrent servers).
Ranked seeders
The ranked seeders that are used in the seeding strategy of the Bittorrent protocol. On the Mobility Scenario Implementation Using a Graphical P2P Discrete Event Simulator for the Bittorrent Protocol Interval (intrv parameter) Interval in seconds that the client should wait between sending regular requests to the tracker.
Handshake/HandShakeReply
Complete/incomplete Number of peers with the entire file, i.e. seeders (integer)/number of non-seeder peers, aka "leechers" (integer).
SDR
The Successful Delivery Ratio.
BitTorrent metadata format
Multitracker standardized Bittorent protocol format.
Port
Uploaded
The total amount uploaded chunks so far.
Downloaded
The total amount downloaded chunks so far.
Peers_lib
Ranked seeders
The ranked seeders that are used in the seeding strategy of the Bittorrent protocol.
Repopulated nodes (repnodes)
The ranked nodes based on "ping" delays that are minimizing the effects of sudden abandons of peers in the system, and maintain the peer indices and the connectivity among nodes of the Bittorrent protocol. The measured delay from a node i to any node i.e. j.
(Continued)
E i(t)
The measured delay epoch from a node i to any node i.e. j.
RCR
The Rational Allocation Correctness Ratio in a given network partition.
R i
The number of active replicas in the ith partition using the Rational Allocation Correctness Ratio for a given partition. Figure 12(d) presents the Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) for the sharing reliability with the mean download time for certain capacity requests in contrast to the fading characteristics for the mobile users. In figure 13 , the upload capacity served by the simulation scenario with the number of simultaneous requests is shown, whereas in figure 14 the dimensions of the network with the data and capacity exchanged is depicted. Figure 15 shows the delay of the diffusion process during simulation in contrast to the different content categories popularity for both mobile and static users. In figure 15 the 
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On the Mobility Scenario Implementation Using a Graphical P2P Discrete Event Simulator for the Bittorrent Protocol Figure 11 . The Successful Delivery Ratio (SDR) with the community/cluster requests using static and mobile nodes in the system. content category is modeled according to the probability distribution of the group of users, who claim and demand in a decentralized manner, a certain resource, using a query-based mechanism. Figure 16 shows the RCR in regards to the recovery requests and transmissions/retransmissions whereas, in figure 17 the average throughput for different mobility measures in contrast to the total transfer delay is shown, as a superposition of all neighboring ping delays. The average throughput of the system is estimated as the average throughput of the total link utilization •(1-P loss ). It is shown that the average throughput of the proposed scenario under static and mobile nodes, is established and maintained at relatively high levels, depicting the validity and the accuracy of the estimations in the utilized scenario. modified, hosting mobile users and seeders and simulates the behavior of both static and mobile users. The topology used for static nodes is utilized over a structured-based overlay, whereas the mobile peers are formed on-demand in an unstructured overlay topology. The simulation environment elaborates on the exploration of the performance and efficiency evaluation of the P2P Bittorrent protocol. Additional evaluation parameters were introduced like the Rational Allocation Correctness Ratio (RCR) for correctness estimations of potential network partitions that may occur on-the-move, and the associated relay epoch that is permitted. Some indicative simulation experiments have shown the precision, effectiveness and connectedness of the designed framework, in contrast to the underlying processes performed by the simulation tool. The proposed simulation environment ensures through the Confidence Level measured, that accurate results on model performance are obtained from the simulation model, as well as the environment enables a better understanding and improvements in the supported mobility framework. Current and future research directions include the modeling and embedding the mobility pattern of the peers by using approaches like the fractional Brownian motion or a Markovian random waypoint model, enabling a higher percentage of mobile users in the system. In addition with the mobility that will enable the users to interexchange resources on-the-move, a middleware will be designed for supporting different environments (Vehicular, MP2P etc.). The proposed framework will also be extended to encompass a social-oriented scheme taking into consideration the socially-aware peer-based feedback as in [32] . Finally, the designed framework will be used as an open source GNU license tool for enabling researchers to experiment further with their associated researches by using the functional architecture of this framework.
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
